COMPUTED ITEM:
A computed item is an item that is typically added in the results section to enhance data analysis. Computed items typically display as columns, although there are a few that will display as rows. The content of the item (column / row) is based on the “coding” as entered or selected by the user.

Computed item coding:
The coding for computed items, refers to a function or set of functions, in order to display a specific value or set of values. The coding can be simple; 1 function, or complex; 2 or more functions. Within the computed item prompt (box) there are buttons available (Functions… and Reference…) to assist users in creating the coding. Below the text area (Definition box), there are additional controls that help to enhance and connect multiple functions.
An example of a commonly used computed item, is the actual count. This item returns the actual count of a designated item, even if there are duplicates. In the example below, the user is asking for an exact count of Id Numbers.
1. Buttons used for creating coding
2. Additional controls for enhancement of, and connecting functions
3. Coding text area
4. Title of item (will display as column label) (can be edited)

Computed Item prompt: View of Computed Item in results section: